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hte – user-friendly visualization in research and development

Create innovation with zenon
As a provider of technology solutions for more efficient research and development, hte
works together with numerous well-known companies from the chemical, petrochemical
and mineral oil industries. The high-throughput equipment developed in-house tests and
optimizes catalytic converters. To visualize the research and development processes, the
company from Heidelberg now uses zenon from COPA-DATA.
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hte has, with zenon, created a visually appealing and easy-to-understand
user interface for users in research and development.
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Modern laboratories, machines and software applications guarantee
optimum, industrially-relevant conditions and meaningful results for tests
in the high-throughput area.

high degree of
acceptance
from customers
and employees

hte stands for high throughput
experimentation
High throughput experimentation works on the funda-
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would last several months with conventional methods can
now be completed within a few weeks.

